
Experiential Learning

‘SYNERGY’ by SYBCOM A

Event overview:
On 17th August 2022, SYBCom A students gathered for 'Synergy,' a unique management carnival
that stood out. A month of planning advised by Mrs. Karishma Khadiwala, paved the way. The day
was a mix of fun and learning, with activities crafted by dedicated department heads. From the
exciting 'King's Game' to the brainy 'Management Quiz,' each event was a blend of education and
joy. The 'Robotic Team' showcased communication skills, while 'Household Management Games'
turned daily items into competitive fun. The 'Harry Potter Corner' shared management lessons
through charts and a Quidditch game. Dramatic presentations on 'Management through Bollywood'
and 'Significance of Management' added flair. 'Management Gurus' explored wisdom from Henry
Fayol and Chanakya. The 'Hierarchical Model of Level of Management' visually unfolded
organizational structures.

Objective:
'Synergy' aimed to break traditional learning barriers, offering interactive education through games,
dramas, and quizzes. The goal was to nurture teamwork, communication, and leadership skills,
making managerial concepts enjoyable.

Learning Outcomes:
● The 'King's Game' and 'Robotic Team' emphasized collaboration and teamwork.
● 'Management Quiz' and 'Household Management Games' applied theoretical knowledge

practically.
● Dramas highlighted the importance of clear communication and leadership.
● 'Harry Potter Corner' and 'Marketing Department' honed creativity in conveying lessons.
● 'Management Gurus' and 'Hierarchical Model' sessions provided insights into organizational

structures.

Instagram Handle of the event: synergy_by_sybcom_a

https://www.instagram.com/synergy_by_sybcom_a/?igsh=MWVicjI3eGxyb2JqYg%3D%3D


Photos of the event:





Experiential Learning

SYBCOM B

Event overview:
SYBCom B students organized a lecture featuring Mann Shah, the speaker from "MoneyLite,"
discussing the "Functions of Management." The students warmly welcomed him upon his arrival. A
brief introduction was provided by one of the students, and Mann Shah proceeded to introduce
himself before commencing the lecture. The lecture proved to be highly beneficial for all attendees.
Following the insightful talk, Mrs. Ayushi Dedhia presented Mann Shah with a token of
appreciation. The interactive session continued with students posing various questions, all of which
were answered adeptly by Mann Shah. In recognition of his valuable insights, the students
collectively expressed gratitude by presenting him with another token of appreciation. During the
lecture, Mann Shah emphasized essential management functions, including planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, coordinating, and controlling. Overall, the event facilitated a meaningful
exchange of knowledge and learning for everyone involved.

Objective of the event:
The objective of the event was to provide SYBCom B students with valuable insights into the
"Functions of Management" through a lecture delivered by Mann Shah, the speaker from
"MoneyLite." The interactive session aimed to enhance understanding and engagement, fostering a
learning environment.

Learning outcome of the event:
The students gained a practical understanding of essential management functions, including
planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, and controlling. The interactive Q&A
session allowed them to apply and reinforce their knowledge, fostering a comprehensive grasp of
the topic. Additionally, the event cultivated soft skills, such as effective communication and
appreciation, through the token of appreciation ceremony.



Photos of the event:







Experiential Learning

‘AKIRA’ by SYBCOM C

Event Overview:
The event organized by SYBCOM C on 23rd Aug, 2022 was named 'Akira,' which translates to
'bright, clear, ideal,' kicked off a day full of creativity and excitement. Beginning at 7:00 in the
morning, college learners put their meticulous planning skills into action. The auditorium
transformed into a hub of creativity with posters, infographics, and a beautiful rangoli at the
entrance. Esteemed guests, including the principal, Dr. Mrs. Shobana Vasudevan, and others,
graced the occasion. The day started with an Aarti and Bharatnatyam dance, setting a divine tone.
A unique ramp walk featuring management gurus and thought-provoking questions from Shobhana
ma'am captivated the audience. Scenes from Chanakya-niti and interactive games seamlessly
blended education with entertainment. The event concluded with a lively performance by the Music
Department.

Event Objective:
The main goal was to provide college learners with a practical learning experience in management
principles. Through careful planning and organization, participants gained insights into
management while fostering camaraderie.

Learning Outcomes:
● Learners applied theoretical concepts in a real-world setting, solidifying their understanding

of management.
● Collaborative efforts enhanced teamwork and leadership skills.
● Facing challenges improves problem-solving abilities.
● Interacting with dignitaries strengthened interpersonal and communication skills.
● The event equipped participants with competence in planning and executing successful

events.
● The celebratory atmosphere fostered community and networking beyond academics.

Instagram Handle of the event: akira_sybcomc

https://www.instagram.com/akira_sybcomc/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igsh=ZDNlZDc0MzIxNw%3D%3D


Photos of the event:









Experiential Learning

‘AIKYAM’ by SYBCOM D

Event Overview:
The AIKYAM Management Event, organized by SYBCOM D, was held on 24th August, 2022. The
event featured discussions, a quiz, one-minute games, and skits that explored fundamental
management principles in an engaging way. Laughter and camaraderie flourished as participants
showcased creativity in skit performances, transcending regional boundaries. Food stalls adorned
with flavors from every corner of India transformed the event into a culinary carnival. Palates
became passports, exploring the country through taste. Beneath the revelry, the event aimed to
unearth management principles from everyday activities, making theoretical knowledge come alive.

Objective:
The objective was to seamlessly integrate management principles into participants' daily lives
through interactive activities. The event fostered a profound understanding of these principles in a
fun and experiential manner, creating a unique and lasting learning experience for college learners.

Learning Outcome:
● Participants gained the ability to apply theoretical management principles to real-life

scenarios.
● Cross-disciplinary learning enhanced appreciation for the universality of management

principles.
● Skits and quizzes honed teamwork, communication, and adaptability skills.
● Exploring cuisines heightened cultural awareness, promoting diversity appreciation in a

professional context.
● The event was more than a conference; it was an enriching odyssey where education was

celebrated in a poetic and joyous manner.

Instagram Handle of the event: aikyam24082022

https://www.instagram.com/aikyam24082022/?igsh=OTF4N3drOTIxZHgy


Photos of the event:











Experiential Learning

‘EBULLIENCE’ by SYBCOM E

Event Overview:
On 15th September, 2022, SYBCOM E students organized a memorable event, a quiz show called
'Ebullience.' The event aimed to go beyond typical learning experiences and infuse a lively spirit
into their creation. Various departments, each with specific roles, worked together to bring
Ebullience to life. Weeks of planning, class meetings, and a well-maintained spreadsheet marked
the progress, all overseen by the class representative. As anticipation grew, the class used Instagram
to spread the word. On the big day, the auditorium transformed, creating an atmosphere that
matched their vibrant vision. With the support of the principal and vice principal, the event began at
10:30 a.m., unfolding like a captivating story of intellect, reaching its peak at 1 p.m. Ebullience
became a testament to teamwork, creativity, and the unity of a student body navigating the maze of
learning with enthusiasm.

Event Objective:
Ebullience aimed to foster collective engagement and intellectual camaraderie within the E division
of the commerce class. Through a quiz show, the learners sought to break traditional learning
boundaries, providing a platform that celebrated knowledge, teamwork, and creativity. The goal
was to offer a unique and enjoyable educational experience for participants across all years and
courses.

Learning Outcomes:
1. Learners developed essential teamwork skills, collaborating across departments for a common
goal.
2. The organization of Ebullience enhanced learners' event management skills, offering practical
insights into real-world project coordination.
3. Through updates and meetings, learners improved communication skills, effectively articulating
ideas and progress.
4. Facing challenges during planning, learners cultivated problem-solving abilities and adapted to
unforeseen circumstances.
5. Department heads and the class representative took on leadership roles, fostering responsibility
and accountability.
6. Creating an Instagram presence and promoting the event honed marketing skills, showcasing
their ability to attract attention creatively.

Instagram Handle of the event: ebullience.2022._

https://www.instagram.com/ebullience.2022._?igsh=MW50Y2Y3NTY0N2NyMA==




Photos of the event:









Experiential Learning

‘UNICON’ by SYBCOM F

Event Overview:
On 26th August, 2022 SYBCOM F organized an event named 'Unicon' to give students a taste of
real-world management and leadership. The brainchild of a class meeting, Unicon aimed to
immerse learners in management roles through a Shark Tank competition. Under the guidance of
Mr. Sanjay Dhage, the team crafted rules, medals, and certificates for recognition. Financial details
were sorted out in discussions, ensuring smooth execution. The day, graced by Principal Dr.
Shobana Vasudevan and others, witnessed a well-rehearsed Shark Tank competition. Post-event
reflections praised the effort. Unicon wasn't just an event; it was a tapestry of shared experiences.
The objective was practical learning beyond classrooms. Learners embraced responsibility,
fostering a sense of achievement. The event became a crucible of growth, propelling the team into a
fun-filled learning journey. Learners discovered the art of maintaining team spirit, a crucial skill for
future projects. Unicon, at its core, was a celebration of unity and learning.

Objective:
Unicon aimed to immerse learners in practical management and leadership, transcending traditional
boundaries through a Shark Tank competition.

Learning outcomes:
1. Learners understood the importance of taking ownership, fostering responsibility.
2. Engaging with diverse groups developed strong teamwork skills.
3. Hands-on involvement provided practical experience in event organization.
4. The event showcased leadership dynamics and the pivotal role of leaders.
5. Promotion and creative departments enhanced communication skills.
6. Learners valued maintaining positive team spirit for future collaboration.

Instagram Handle of the event: unicon214

https://www.instagram.com/unicon214?igsh=ZmhxN29wMDBiZ29x


Photos of the event:









Experiential Learning

‘RETRO STOCK’ by SYBCOM G

Event Overview:
On a lively Tuesday morning, SYBCOM G students showcased their creation, Retro Stock, at R.A.
Podar College of Commerce and Economics. Guided by Dr. Vinita Pimpale, the event unfolded on
September 13, 2022, bringing financial concepts to life in a fun retro-themed setting. The heart of
the event was the Retro Stock game, featuring companies like Reliance and TATA Motors.
Learners, experienced a mock stock exchange with real market fluctuations, creating an immersive
learning opportunity. Other games included Corporate Housie, Quizzards of Oz, and Commerce
Taboo, designed for both entertainment and financial literacy. The Creatives team transformed the
venue into a nostalgic space with disco-themed stalls and bear and bull cutouts. Memorable quotes,
banners, and a retro TV photo booth added charm. Digital Creatives and Promotions teams utilized
social media to reach a wider audience, gaining 10,000 views on Instagram. Technical expertise
ensured smooth transitions, audio enhancements, and overall event success.

Objective:
SYBCOM G aimed to boost financial literacy and understanding of financial markets through
Retro Stock. The event featured engaging activities, quizzes, and a mock stock market experience,
imparting practical knowledge and commercial awareness.

Learning Outcomes:
Participants gained practical insights into financial concepts and market dynamics through Retro
Stock. Commerce Taboo enhanced critical thinking and industry-specific vocabulary. Managing the
mock stock market fostered strategic thinking and decision-making. Quizzards of Oz broadened
knowledge of historical financial events. Learners developed teamwork, event management, and
creative presentation skills. Retro Stock wasn't just an event; it was a journey into finance, blending
creativity, education, and technological finesse.

Instagram Handle of the event: retrostock_sybcomg

Photos of the event:

https://www.instagram.com/retrostock_sybcomg?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igsh=ZDNlZDc0MzIxNw==











